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What was the challenge?
Living in social distancing, quarantine or selfisolation isn’t always easy. Especially when
these situations are forced on you.
The new situation caused by the COVID -19
Pandemic has an effect on us, not only on a
healthy and dramatic level. Also on a very
personal emotional level. We change. Our
thoughts might change and definitely your
routine changes. Our emotions are sitting in a
roller coaster with us. And most importantly
our perception gets a new interesting angle.
What was the solution?
During this situation new ways of communication and perceptions are appearing or
intensiving. We share stuff, maybe more
than before. We try to compensate our loss

of social contact with other things. The
time we got to slow things down opened
our mind and ideas. Strong exchange about
our feelings of the three of us made us curious about how other people feel, how other
people see the situation and if they have
the same thoughts?.The goal of that project
was to collect and share thoughts of our
perception. Therefore, we started to create
the archive “isolated ideas“ on Instagram.
The Design of our archive is compact and reduced to the necessary to put the
content of the people in the front. This clean
and reduced design goes along with every
kind of content. We chose Instagram as our
archive platform because it is interactive, you
reach a lot of people and it is the one platform
where the most individual brought things are
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shared. Our goal was to inform, connect and
collect. The nice effect of little entertainments
in between on the platform, makes it more fun
to follow.
What was the effect?
Sharing these thoughts show that we are all
going through same phases. We all have our
struggles or positive, never had before, moments and ideas. The exchange with others
let us grow together. Also the archive proves
the changes of our perception in isolation.
Looking at the interaction on our archive it
shows that people like the idea and like reading and seeing the thoughts of the others. We
are very happy that people like our idea and
are as passionate as we are about collecting
unique ideas.

